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II. ABSTRACT 

Textilen is a project designed to draw the human senses to the world of micro 
and macro patterns in sound and color and to explore methods for correlating the 
two mediums. This goal is accomplished via a two-fold process. First of all, patterns 
in sound are explored through the use of textile materials by way of creating new 
instrument interfaces, synthesizer sources, and tones in music harmony. Secondly, 
the patterns of the textiles themselves are explored and incorporated into costumes 
and characters so an association between the emanating sounds and the visual 
stimulus presented by the characters, highlights the underlying patterns used in 
both mediums. The final presentation will be organized in the context of 
performance art in a controlled sound environment. 

A subsidiary aim of the project has been to develop myself as an artist and bring 
my interests and inspirations into an artistic context. In order to execute this, 
a design method that incorporates practical and theoretical research alongside 
technical invention, graphic design, sound experimentation, and character 
design was chosen.

Key Words: Dynamic Patterns, Interfaces, Sound, Color, Character Design, 
Performance Art
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IV. CONCEPT

The final concept for Den Textil involves challenging the traditional perception of 
a textile garment as solely a vehicle for visual and tactile stimulus by incorporating 
auditory stimuli, which complements the patterns, colors and textures of the existing 
material. The visual language of the textile is reflected in the musical language 
created by the piece, acting as if the materials were sheets of music for an
orchestration. This metaphor of an orchestration of textiles and sounds is realized 
in several layers of the project, however, it manifests itself primarily in the form of 
several characters, each with their own costume; functioning as a visual and audio 
communication device. The building blocks of these characters were cut from self 
reflections of transformation, spirituality, adventuress, curiosities, and what I inspire 
to be. The process was literally the making of a band, from instrument design to 
character designs consisting of four personas: Nomad, Dream Weaver, Creature, 
and Shepherd, each being an extension of my personality. 

The archetypal characters who outfit the colorful costumes, featured in the 
performance, express unique aesthetics and personalities. In several instances, 
research into the social context of nomadic and weaving cultures was conducted, 
analyzed, and applied to the design of the characters. The appeal of decorative 
accessories, ornate costumes and symbolism in primitive societies influenced 
the development of the character designs for the four band members who outfit 
the textile synthesizers. The indigenous aesthetic was partially chosen for its 
visual appeal, but more importantly it was chosen to provide a counter-balance 
to the highly technical side of the project. When one sees the technical inventions 
operating in an indigenous context, a sense of magic is returned to the scene, and 
one forgets the “how” and focuses more on the “what.” It is also important that the 
character ideas are not taken too literally. A good portion of the characters have 
been intentionally created with some absurdity of design, which along with humor, 
is an aspect I like to insert into all of my projects.

This design method is implemented in many sub-elements of the project as well, 
which allows the general aesthetic to follow an organic, non-traditional path. 
Although possibly absurd, the choice for this style or lack thereof is a reaction to 
contemporary design philosophies. The rapid development of technology over the 
last few decades has been the defining factor for the generation. The technological 
ideals of size, speed and ease, reinforced by consumer trends are omnipresent in 
today’s societal expectations. The influence of this technological trend is so great 
that it has encroached on the one field that in days of old had the power to coexist 
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with and even shape technology, the field of design. Design is no longer thought 
of as an independent factor, it is a part of the technology, and therefore it is only 
as predictable and functional as the technology itself. In this project I wanted to 
counteract this mass uniformity known as ‘good design,’ and reintroduce design 
as an independent powerful element, let’s call it ‘free design.’ I found that using 
a more indigenous aesthetic, on top of a highly technological invention provided 
the dichotomy that allowed the design aspect of the project to stand alone, and 
therefore excite more cognitive levels of the user’s interpretation.

6
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V. DESIGN PROCESS 

The design process for the project is based on free-association and an openness 
that allows a cohesive body of work to form without using a theme paradigm. 
Beginning similarly to how a scientist or an inventor may approach an idea, simple 
small experiments were conducted to test design hypotheses and points of 
departure were formed based upon these observations. In order to create a strong 
connection with the medium itself, most experiments were begun from an interest in 
a certain material or technique. For instance, my first experimentation in the field of 
smart textiles began with liquid crystal inks which I was innately drawn to because 
of their optical property of phasing color spectrums and distinct textures. By starting 
with the material and not any type of elaborate idea, the experiment found a natural 
place for itself in the medium of textiles.
 “Material, that is to say unformed or unshaped matter, is the field where   
 authority blocks independent experimentation less than in many other fields,  
 and for this reason it seems well fitted to become the training ground for 
 invention free speculation. It is here that even the shyest beginner can 
 catch a glimpse of the exhilaration of creating, by being a creator while 
 at the same time he is checked by irrevocable laws set by nature of the 
 material, not by man. Free experimentation here can result in the 
 fulfillment of an inner urge to give form and to give permanence to ideas, 
 that is to say, it can result in art, or it can result in the satisfaction of 
 invention in some more technical way.” (Albers)

After realizing the potential of the medium, a vague idea of using these color-
changing inks as a form of textile communication began to arise. I applied the 
special inks onto the surface of a textile material with conductive polymers, 
patch-worked on a grid system. The purpose was to manipulate the inks using 
heat, creating visual symbols on the wearer’s clothing and see if the outcome was 
interesting or not. The polymers were systematically embroidered on a 6 by 6 pixel 
grid, printed with Thermo-Color inks and then heated using a basic electronic 
circuit. The technology worked in making some rudimentary symbols and was 
able to communicate in a very low-level iconographic code, but in the end was 
not a completely satisfactory result. Due to the slow change in the temperature of 
the fabric, the images were rarely identifiable, however, the experiment served to 
reinforce my interest in textile as a medium for communication. Also, through this 
brief experiment, I found that starting with a material and a technique could be a 
good way to approach my next project and also showed that the mixture of product 
design techniques with traditional craft work produced a puzzling, yet interesting 
result. Both lessons would become common threads throughout the rest of my thesis.
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The idea of communication was a constant factor throughout the process. For my 
purposes, the definition of communication is a conveyance of visual or auditory 
messages. Furthermore, the invention of an object through my chosen medium 
of textile and craft, capable of communicating a message, could be a form of 
communication as well.  The two-dimensional visual interface of my original 
experiment is an example of this, however, the problem with that piece was that the 
language of basic geometric shapes was hindered technically by an unclarity during 
transitioning states and also suffered from the overuse and subsequent dulling 
of iconographic meanings in our culture today. It was thus that I began looking at 
sound and how it could contribute to my work. A textile that could create audio 
seemed like an exciting and playful way to advance in the same direction while 
leaving a lot of room for interpretation. Also the parallels between textile patterns 
and sound patterns could provide a strong base for exploration in the field of 
dynamic pattern making within the project. 

I continued by researching smart textile techniques which could be applied 
to synthesize some type of sound. Through micro experimentation, I began 
incorporating sound with the textile materials that could be created in the labs. 
Experiments were conducted using conductive fibers and an analog test circuit 
capable of producing audio waveforms, which will be explained more thoroughly 
in the next chapter. It became obvious that simply by modifying basic properties 
of the material, one could create a range of sounds. In other words, the experiment 
was the starting point in finding the capabilities of the material in it’s most basic form. 

The sound experiment provided a wide range of results with a very basic setup 
and therefore proved itself as a perfect launching pad upon which to base a larger 
project. My first intuition was that the experimental material could be worked into 
a sculptural object; inserting stress into sections of the fabric would shape a sound 
while reflecting that same shape visually in its structure. However, this initial concept 
ended up having deficiencies in the material’s inability to retain a modified electrical 
resistance and therefore failed to provide a parallelism between visual and auditory 
shape. Although the material did not retain the sound of its shape, the dynamic 
modification of its shape did reflect itself in the sound which meant that textile 
designers could be able to design musical instruments using a textile technique 
with conductive polymers. The second concept and the one ultimately used for 
the thesis project was for the sound material to be used as a performance object.

Further explorations in textile as synthesizer were conducted. In particular, 
arrangements that allowed a wide range of control, and predictable outcomes were 
sought. However, rather than allowing the composer to gain full control over his or 
her composition, the electrical resistance of the material seemed to have a tendency 
towards random and unpredictable sounds. I realized at this moment I had stepped 
into the an unknown discipline of instrument building, and that I needed to train my 
ears for an acute sense in hearing. Through modifications in the material design, 
such as choosing between, woven, non-woven, and knit materials, one could start 
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Left to Right: testing sound using conductive material, Thermo colors on a pixel grid system, Liquid 
crystal inks on woven material, conductive traces, sketching pattern samples on a hand loom
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to tune the textile instrument. Music theory in harmony was explored in finding ways 
to shape the tones by making certain calibrations of the textile material. 

Ultimately, I chose to approach the task from several technological angles. Some 
materials were chosen that could give a high degree of control over the sound, while 
others were chosen because they reflected the material’s properties. With a group of 
functioning textiles, the process could finally reach the stage of realizing the purpose 
for the textile instrument. Due to a former background in costume design in film and 
television, I was naturally drawn to use the textile instrument as a wearable costume 
that would fit into the realm of performance art. The aim then focused on the 
possibilities of textiles in a visionary, rather than commercial, way while balancing 
the matters of technology and art. The innovation is not in the technology alone 
but also in its use as an artistic practice by building a world where sounds, colors, 
patterns, and thematic characters could collide in a meaningful way.  
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VI. TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNICAL MATERIALS

Many different types of electronic technologies were implemented for the project. 
With each technique came advantages and disadvantages with respect to artistic 
merit, ease of construction, and final sound output. These technologies can be 
fit into the following categories: analog synthesizers, analog sensors, and digital 
sensors. When I talk about analog synthesizers, I am referring to using the actual 
material as the element that decides the pitch and voice of the final sound. Analog 
sensors, on the other hand, use the material combined with external electronics to 
start and stop a note created by a separate synthesizer (in other words, the material 
has no part in the voice of the note). Finally, digital sensors use a micro-controller to 
measure electronic signals in the material and transmit control signals to a computer 
or other digital device that ultimately creates the sound.

The first explorations in sound were of the analog synthesizer type. There are 
many specialized machines that can fit most needs pertaining to the project; I was 
most interested in the circular knit machine, specially made to handle conductive 
polymers. I began by creating a material with a small diameter copper polymer with 
the default settings on the machine. With such a basic material it would be easy to 
see where the idea of using sound could lead and leave modifications of the material 
for later experimentation. Using the basic sample, electricity was passed through 
the material and fed into a voltage controlled oscillator or a VCO (a basic building 
block of a synthesizer which performs the function of turning an electrical voltage 
into a sound wave) and then amplified through speakers. Brief experimentation led 
to the realization that the textile could control the VCO by modifying the electrical 
resistance of the material. Furthermore, stretching and compressing the material 
altered the resistance of the material and subsequently, the frequency of the sound 
created by the VCO. I continued to make several samples using different techniques 
and found that a knitted material versus a woven had a higher change in resistance 
based off lab experimentations. A theory for this could be that since a knitted pattern 
is made up of loops, stressing of these loops can create many tiny knots, which in the 
end modify the physical properties of the fiber more than the simple lateral stressing 
of a weave structure. In these experimentations it was obvious that there was a direct 
correlation between the resistance of the textile and the amount of stress put on 
the fibers; this resulted in creating more dynamics in sound when plugged into a 
synthesizer. Although it was very interesting to hear the dynamics of different materials 
and fibers, there was a limit to the amount of experimentation and improvisation that 
an artist could enact on the material. You could say that the material acted on its own 
and although changeable, did not provide a completely satisfying creative outlet.
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Alpha Synth - Testing the fully analog sensor/synthesizer
combination, mainly using basic transistors as the technology.
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The sensing technology is able to detect the proximity of a hand or any other body 
part by quickly measuring changes in the sensor’s electrical properties. When a 
hand gets near the costume, the sensor notices the electrical field introduced, and 
signals the microcontroller. Because capacitive sensing can work via proximity, 
direct contact with the garment is not always necessary,  which allows the 
technological components to be placed on a layer below a costume. This way, the 
costume, is not ‘hard-wired’ to the technology. The final performance prototype, 
uses a custom protocol that sends touch data wirelessly from the microcontroller to 
software on a nearby laptop. The software decodes the data and communicates with 
professional music software (in this case Ableton Live) to change any property of the 
currently queued song. It could play a midi instrument, adjust volume, modulation, 
effects, etc. The control is only limited by the mapping of the sensors to the music 
software. Other parties may be interested in the fact that only a change in the 
mapping software is necessary to modify the use of the object. It could easily be 
mapped to a multitude of other types of software or hardware devices which lend 
themselves to non-visual, tactile control.

The project yielded some successful results providing a turning point to begin 
working on a more advanced technology. It is good to mention here that there 
was a constant weighing of pros and cons for the various technical approaches. 
For instance, I deeply disliked that we were not using the material itself as the 
sound generator, yet the magic of the technology we discovered was so great 
that it eclipsed the distaste for the digital technology. Later in the project, I would 
compensate for my misgivings by using some of the more primitive instruments as 
background characters in the performance.
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The photo to the left is an alpha synth: a basic analog synthesizer fitted to an old TV tuner box. 
Photo to the right is the micro-controller used to process sensor data and transmit wireless data. 
the digital sensors.

Because of the initial limitations, I decided to explore the alternative of using the 
textile simply as a sensor  to control a sound signal generated elsewhere. After 
learning that a sensor could be made with relatively few electronic parts, this method 
was attempted using small analog components rather than skipping straight to a 
digital micro-controller (small embedded computer) solution. In cooperation with my 
technical partner, we started by developing an initial prototype that only used two 
transistors for each ‘key’ of an instrument. The system was designed with a trumpet 
as a prototype where each key was given a value. When activated, the key would 
lower the overall frequency by its value. When multiple keys were combined a full 
range of 8 notes could be created. The transistors were setup in a ‘super-alpha pair’ 
configuration, which means they acted as high-gain amplifiers for any signals around 
them. When a finger touched the material, which was connected to the transistors, 
it flipped a switch in the circuit and started a note. The distance between each 
conductive line was an important factor to how the touch sensors would work. On 
the circular knit machine, calibrations were set so that the distance between each 
conductive line was customized to the anatomy of a human hand.  Downsides of this 
technical approach ended up being that because of the sensitivity of the sensors, it 
was possible for the system to fire sporadically due to parasitic noise. It also needed 
one wire per key which meant a lot of embroidery or sewing was necessary, which 
was cumbersome, prone to error and visually displeasing on the surface. The sound 
tended to be shaky (due to the minimal amount of electronics used) and when 
combined with the fact that the material was not involved in voicing the sound, this 
technique was ultimately scrapped.

Finally we began searching the digital possibilities for the material. We found that 
we could use a microcontroller to quickly measure the material and get a fairly good 
reading of how a hand was interacting with it. After a fair amount of research into 
the possibilities of capacitive sensing, we realized by using resistive materials we 
could actually create a graded input area as tall as the human body. This gradation 
allowed one to wipe their hand up and down the material (similar to a touch screen), 
and have this position quickly  relayed to a microcontroller. In order to create this 
resistive gradient, we attempted an intarsia technique since it involved no hard 
components and it would minimize the amount of layers necessary, however, the 
material could not attain a high enough resistance so we opted for hard electronics 
in the end. 
 
Using this technology we could lower the amount of wires needed to be sewn on 
and improve the level of control and depth of the instrument. The digital material only 
needed to be measured in 4 places and could potentially produce over a hundred 
notes, producing a harp effect. The results were quite amazing. Instead of generating 
the sound using bulky analog electronics on the chip, we generated MIDI commands 
(musical command signals that inform an instrument when to start and stop notes) 
to a very small music generator that actually produced the tones. We were able to create 
harp sounds, piano sounds, or pretty much any sound that has been done up to now in 
the music world. The design required that a small set of speakers, the microcontroller, 
and a compact music generator box. The final combined weight was about 1-1.5kg. 
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top photo: Remfabriken in Gothenburg Sweden. 
bottom photo left to right: electric ribbon, chevron pattern rope design 

Moving on with our technical innovations, a final goal was to integrate all of the 
functionalities of the digital sensor into a single layer. It was a matter of finding 
solutions to eliminate as many hard components as possible since that seemed to 
be the only way to handle the resistors. Researchers from Philadelphia University, 
state how they have dealt with hard components in a woven material.
 “While there have been some attempts at producing woven fabric electronic  
 circuits, many of them were developed by attaching a circuit or other 
 functioning element on to a woven fabric. Thus the structures of the above 
 type of fabrics do not integrate the circuit elements into the fabric. The fabric 
 merely supports the substantially reduced in the process. It is a challenge to 
 develop electronic textiles that retain the aesthetic and service characteristics 
 of textile fabrics”. (Ambience ‘08)

In search of the right industrial machine to pair the technology, I stumbled across 
a historical textile factory of wonderment called, Remfabriken. The industrial 
factory thrived in the early 19th century where now it is a historical museum where 
some of the machines have been revived to produce prototypes that specialize in 
narrow-weaving fabrics (ribbons), lace, and rope. The factory was utilized both in 
the technical production and in the costume design phases, especially those needs 
involving special rope designs and narrow weaving fabrics. 

The problem of reducing the amount of hard components on the costume was 
addressed by creating textile-based wires. This was accomplished at Remfabriken 
by using the narrow-weaving machine. This fabric became the solution to output a 
fabric with a woven trace of conductive filament. We took advantage of the ready-
made system of the tied-up warp threads and replaced them with conductive 
filaments paired with a color yarn to isolate each line between the conductive trace. 
The colors were in the order of the rainbow scheme and inspired by electrical 
ribbons. The textile version of the electric ribbon has inherit qualities of flexibility 
while carrying out electric signals. The result of the ribbon created flawless 
conductivity which became the main material for the touch sensor textile instrument. 
Using this textile material we could eliminate all of the traditional wires we were using 
and replace them with more natural conductive threads.

Aside from the technical task of sensing and sound production, there were many 
hurdles in the actual development of the decorative textiles. For instance, one of the 
costumes for the final performance required a rope-based backpack/hammock,
the idea stemming from a distortion of banal product design. The rope design 
consisted of a moebius figure, which was chosen to mimic the larger structure 
of the hammock. The design was finalized by randomly changing the positioning 
of the colored spools until the desired pattern was achieved. A hypnotic chevron 
pattern was mirrored on a cylindrical lattice. In the final fabrication of the hammock/
backpack, a sprang(ply-split braiding) technique was used. This technique is 
commonly used in Mayan hammock making and fabricated on a back-strap loom. 
To keep the authenticity of the indigenous aesthetic, I made my own back-strap 
loom to create the final making of the  hammock/ backpack. 
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Since my technical solution ended up being a highly complicated digital solution, 
a final technique was also invented to provide a textile that could be heard through 
more primitive means. The non-woven technique of felting allowed me to create a 
pattern that is printed or applique onto the surface while simultaneously containing 
conductive fibers allowing electricity to pass. In this way I was finally able to realize 
a material that combined pattern with physical computing. The technique in non-
woven materials with the integration of analog technology was the most satisfactory 
result since the material plays a role in the synthesis of the sound. The procedure in 
creating the material began with breaking-up carbon fibers into small particles. The 
particles were then felted into the wool during the felting process. The conductive 
felt is then connected to a basic VCO to create musical (or not-so musical) tones 
and frequencies. The tone generated is an analog one and it’s note or frequency 
is consequently dependent on environmental conditions such as temperature, the 
resistance of the wires and power supply, therefore it is not possible (without a lot 
of extra circuitry) to create harmonic notes. Instead, more drone type sounds are 
emitted and can be transitioned between high piercing sounds and low bass notes 
using the stress of the fabrics or other interface elements. We were able to create 
notes relative to each other but the chaotic and sensitive nature of the circuit was 
an aspect of the instrument that the musician would need to cope with and adapt.
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A small sample of a non-woven felted material with 
conductive polymers.
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Native Ugandan women basket weaving with rafia.
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VII. DESIGN VARIABLES

Designing with a list of variables may be the most difficult part of the process, since 
there are so many crucial variables that need to be considered in order to avoid 
mistakes. Through the jungle of variables, a method can be devised that is based 
on the needs of the textile material itself. The main variables that are discussed in 
this chapter are; textures, mechanics, engineering, and wearability.  A foundation in 
traditional textile theory is important in creating a basis for experimental work, but 
shouldn’t be confined to conventional ways of creating a material. As Linda Worbin 
states in her doctoral thesis,  this experimentation is necessary for the development 
of the project and the field.
 “The way to learn about new materials is through the material itself, to forget 
 conventions and suggest new styles and semantics, starting with basic 
 expressional experiments”. (worbin)

My role as a designer in textiles is not to fulfill expectations in traditions but to 
subvert the idea of what a textile material can or cannot be. To design a textile, is to 
literally materialize an idea. In textile language their are techniques that can articulate 
the expression in a material; flexible, tactile, functional. The difficult challenge has 
been to conserve these traditions whilst adding a new vocabulary (i.e. electronics) 
into the dialogue of expressional textiles. 

Developing a technical material while maintaing the needs of a wearable textile was 
a process spent mostly in the knitting lab. In the case of working with conductive 
fibers, the usual method of creating ‘basement knitted’ samples (sketches that are 
created on the hand machines on the basement floor of THS prior to bringing them 
to the industrial machines) was not possible, due to the properties of the fiber. The 
hand machines are not specially designed to use conductive threads which caused 
breakage in the filament. This inability to rapidly prototype a knit design caused 
stresses on the developmental schedule of the project. If a knit failed due to its 
structure entire weeks of work could potentially be lost. Subsequently, a method of 
researching knit structures allowed me to reduce erroneous materials and refine the 
structure, which made it possible to communicate with the technician operating the 
industrial machines.

When designing a material, it is imperative to know the life-span of the textile. 
Qualities in material vary depending on it’s usage. For example, an upholstery 
material must have durability to outlast rigorous use.  Since the application of the 
textile was known roughly from the start, properties such as flexibility, texture, 
weight, and comfort were important factors when choosing the knit yarns and 
patterns. I knew that I wanted a lightweight garment that could lie near to the skin 
but dense enough to integrate electronics. One requirement of the electronic circuit, 
was that a plane of conductive material be placed between the wearer’s body and 
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top: Dan testing the ergonomics of the final sound suit. From left to right: Detail shot of the isolated 
conductive trace. Fleece conductive material with cotton blend. Industrial loom
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the technical material.  In order to satisfy the technical requirement and maintain a 
wearable garment, a tuck structure was implemented. The tuck technique involves 
floats that are linked to every fourth loop which creates a soft, textured surface on 
one side, and a completely flat and homogenous surface on the other. This setup 
allowed the conductive material to retain an optimal structure, while also protecting 
the wearer from the abrasive nature of conductive filaments. The task of satisfying 
technical requirements while maintaining a haptic traditional textile would be a 
common problem throughout the design of the materials.

Since the material would be used as a control device, the actual ergonomics of the 
clothing, and the motions made by the user would also need to be optimized for 
comfort and productivity. Ergonomics is a practice traditionally studied in the fields 
of product design and industrial design, but rarely graces the table of the fashion 
designer. The human statue needed to be investigated. Using a model physique, 
I observed optimal gestural and relaxed poses that would be maintained by a user 
of the garment. Using a piece of chalk, the model could trace their natural gestures 
directly onto the garment. These gestural studies demonstrated angles and natural 
movements of the body, and acted as the blueprint for the placement and design 
of the interface for the piece. Memphis states the rules applied in ergonomics. 
 “...subject to current ergonomical rules to a few simple and almost invariably  
 schematic functional necessities, an object exists as a system of signs, 
 as a catalyst of emotions, as a representation of a cultural state, as 
 a container of values or information that one wants to possess, as an 
 active presence, a reassuring wink -- in other words, as an instrument 
 of communication.” (Radice)

Using the blueprint as a guide we fused the conductive interface to a woven base 
material. The woven was a tight mesh which is ideal when hand sewing or soldering 
hard components. I found that the best method when integrating electronics is 
to first work on the flat surface, pre-construction, and then sew the built pieces 
together into a three-dimensional shape. 

The design of the technical material is most shaped by the logistics of the electronics, 
which leaves less room for creativity in fashion. The interest in textiles is not only to 
make a synthesizer but also to create an artistic expression through the repetition 
in the pattern and colors. Curiosities in visual arts is what inspires me to create 
patterns that have a wild expression in repetition and color and have enough power 
to deliver auditory and visual sensations. The aim has been to create a dynamic 
pattern in both aspects of visual and sound which is later discussed in the chapter 
of Color and Patterns.  

As has been mentioned numerous times, there was a constant struggle during 
this project, to maintain idealistic goals with respect to the artistic and technical 
direction. The pendulum of art and science is a difficult one to maintain. The 
requirements of the technical side are rigid and consuming while the artistic side 
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 “Plain weave, when closely set, is strong because its over-one, under-one   
 structure produces the maximum internal friction in the cloth: the warp and 
 weft resist slippage.” Sharon Alderman

The downside of using a tight stable weave was that it minimized flexibility and 
lowered the range of motion of the performers, however, sensor integrity outweighed 
these drawbacks. Furthermore, the sensor fabrics were designed using Trivera as 
a flame-retardant, non-conductive isolating fiber, allowing the material to be directly 
soldered to metal components or other conductive traces. A final consideration was 
the frequency of conductive fibers versus insulating fibers. Through testing, it was 
found that the more conductive fibers used, the more noise that was brought into 
the circuit, however with less fibers, the resolution of the sensor was jeopardized. 
The optimal solution was to place the conductive fibers 4 millimeters apart, 
(approximately half the width of a finger) allowing a single finger to register on two 
conductive sensors any time providing the maximum resolution with the minimum 
amount of noise. The weave plan was to create a grid system that had an overall 
plain weave binding paired with a picking technique created with floats, assigned 
to only the conductive polymers. This technique worked for many components, 
but failed as the main digital sensor, due to microscopic noise when the crossing 
conductive fibers of the grid would bounce off of each other. 

The final context of the piece also needed to be taken into account during the design 
process. Performers wearing the material must be able to express themselves in 
their full capacity taking into account the fact that the materials are already non-
optimal due to the constraints of the technology. To maximize the ease of use 
of the material, a built-in wireless radio device was integrated into the physical 
computing of the material which allows the performer to roam freely on ground 
without the constraints of wires. The invention of the cordless microphone has 
culturally changed the dynamics in performing arts, subtracting one less constraint 
of performing in a limited range. We are trying to do the same by designing a way 
to perform in the textile material, rather than to perform around the capabilities of 
the technology.  

Once the product was realizable in the performance setting, some thought was 
put into the amount of design necessary to push the technology to a product level. 
Although all of the needs of the device for a performance were resolved, it still 
had many shortcomings which would prevent it from being able to be realized as 
a professional product. This was mainly due to the realistic, and artistically boring 
considerations of washability, minimization of layering, and reduction of component 
sizes to unnoticeable fabric elements. With these difficult problems, it was comfort-
ing to return to the aim of the project which was to work artistically and not so 
practically, and I think we reached as far as we could with the technology meeting 
the standards for a stage performance level. 
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needs space and freedom to grow. In order to allow this system to flourish, a definite 
understanding of the final outcome is necessary. Here Robert Irwin speaks of the : 
 “Reasoning appears to be more confused, more haphazard, partly because   
 of the scale of what it tries to deal with. The logical, in a sense, seems more   
 successful because it cuts the scale down...The artist, however, as a reasoning 
  being, deals with the overall complexity of which all the logical subsystems are  
 merely segments, and he deals with them through the intuitive side of his human 
 potential--and here inconsistencies are as meaningful as consistencies”.  (Irwin)

I knew the final material needed both a visual pattern and conductive interface. 
However, realizing this as one material left me in a difficult position, problem solving 
without any creative freedom to explore. I made a rational decision to have the pattern 
design completely independent of the technical design, this allowed me to design 
a motif with a wild expression in colors while still being able to bend to the needs of 
the technical material. The main reason that led me to this design decision was that 
alternate costumes and modifications between performances would be possible with 
a more modular costume. This permitted versatility in music compositions, allowing 
the artist/musician not to be tied to one textile synthesizer garment.

When it came down to the production of the non-technical textile material, 
sustainable solutions came into practice as well. A design plan of the pattern 
construction of the garment was created before the final production of the material; 
this would reduce unnecessary waste. Strict measurements of the garment is a key 
in knowing how many knitting needles or warp threads would need to be put into 
action. Shrinkage of the material would also need to be factored in when creating 
yardage of the material. For two of the costumes, more sustainable methods were 
utilized by creating a fully fashioned garment. The fully fashion technique allowed 
me to program two-dimensional panels/ pattern pieces in the exact proportions 
with absolutely no waste. The creation of the weaver costume was also conscious 
of sustainability, where I also collected raw materials salvaged on a trip to Africa. 
I was simultaneously working on another project in spring working with basket 
weavers  who had a major influence on the weaver costume. I was interested in 
the materials that they were using to create their baskets, which mainly consisted 
of natural local fibers called Raffia, and natural dyes. I related with the women and 
their work methods, turning found materials into something new. Work ethics such 
as sustainable solutions is something that I strive for, responsibly choosing methods 
that could possibly make a radical difference for the sake of the environment. 

When designing an intelligent textile, the technical variables are many, however the 
most commonly considered ones include the structure of the textile combined with the 
choice of conductive fiber. For the digital sensor, the least amount of noise provided 
the best results. It is obvious that the less a fabric moves, the less noise it will produce 
on its underlying fibers, so by using a woven structure with a plain weave binding, the 
sensor would receive minimal noise from structural movement. The educated guess 
was that the plain weave would cause the least amount in stretch when stressed in 
both directions. 
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VIII. CHARACTERS

As explained previously, the development of the characters was a mixture or erratic 
coincidence and self introspection.

The Nomad was the first character developed and represents a wandering soul who 
uses sound to communicate and fraternize on chance encounters, as well as to
pass time in the wilderness. This costume is outfitted with a convertible backpack 
created from custom ropes capable of forming into a hammock. This allows the user 
to lie under the stars in the wooded valley with their instrument upon them, while 
also providing a receptacle for carrying the various music equipment when traveling. 
Personally, the character is used to identify with an anti-social existence. 

The Weaver character is an ode to weave because of the strong connection I feel 
towards weavers across continents. Over the years I have been studying weavers 
starting from my undergraduate studies at UCLA. I am most fascinated by the 
women of Mindanao, Philippines whose common practice it is to incorporate surreal 
dreams from the metaphysical world into their design patterns with an aesthetic 
that is connected to their cultural heritage. On several trips abroad, I have had the 
opportunity to meet with native weavers where I have had the privilege to learn the 
techniques of basket weaving. I am heavily influenced by these processes and the 
cultures that surround them. The women are strong advocates of using sustainable 
local resources which, as mentioned previously, I also try to implement into my own 
work. Weave has been appearing in my life more and more and it is only natural that 
the dream weaver character came into existence. 

The Creature has to do with the connection I feel towards animals and the inspiration 
from the wilderness  they reside in. Although the creature isn’t defined as one 
particular animal, the textile is inspired by reptile-like scales or fractals in nature. 
The idea for the silhouette of this piece was inspired from the idea of applying the 
structure of a creature to a traditional human form.

The Shepherd was almost an accidental creation. While researching non-woven 
cloths I came across a long tradition of Kurdish shepherds. The tradition states 
that once the Shepherd begins his work, he is outfitted with a cloak made from 
sheep wool. This single cloak is retained for the entire life of the shepherd. I was 
inspired by the garment which culturally symbolizes a life process and part of 
the wearer’s persona. Furthering this life metaphor, the felt of the garment itself 
reshapes itself and molds to a structure over a long period of time which provides 
a deeper meaning in relation to how the textile is everlasting but is always changing. 
I was impacted by the symbolic meaning of the Kepenek and the absurd shape of 
the resulting cloak and responded by designing a genderless character with dark 
somber/moody sounds.  
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“The growth of musical art in any age is determined by technological 

progress which parallels it. Neither the composer nor performer 

can transcend the limits of the instruments of his time. On the other 

hand technical developments stimulate the creation of certain forms 

of composition and performance. Although it is true that musicians 

may have ideas which hurdle these technical barriers, yet, being 

forced to existing instrument, their intentions remain unrealized 

until scientific progress comes to the rescue. . . If we admit that the 

creative imagination of the composer may form musical ideas which, 

under the specific conditions of a given epoch, cannot be translated 

into sounds, we acknowledge a great dependence of the artist 

upon the technical position of his era, for music attains reality only 

through the process of sound”. 

	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 −Joseph	Schinllinger,	1931
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IX. COLOR, PATTERNS, AND SOUNDS

Our perception of rhythm is a realization and prognostication of a cycle. In order 
to deal with the demands of infinity our space uses rhythms to fill the gaps between 
now and forever. This principle is visible in sound and how we visually perceive 
repetition in patterns. A visual pattern is a makeup of a color or structure-based 
motif organized along a lattice. 

The qualities of a visual motif can be translated into acoustics. The arrangement 
of colors can create harmonic or dissonant tones while the hue can evoke a sense 
of mood. When the textile material is viewed as a composition it is thought that 
the musician could then read and interpret the material as he or she would read a 
sheet of music. This involuntary duality composed of music and patterns is the main 
concept of the collection of textiles and is related to the studies of synesthesia.
 “One of the most interesting and still one of the most problematic of 
 the links between colour perceptions is synesthesia, the involuntary 
 psychological mechanism by which two sensations are simultaneously 
 triggered by the same stimulus”. (Gage) 
The minimalistic idea of color phenomena is the link that brings the rhythmic 
patterns and musical overtones together.

When designing a pattern, one must pay strict attention to the effect of every small 
change. I intentionally chose to use a dissonant color scheme rather than a harmonic 
one. The intention was to build new types of sounds rather than harmonic tones to 
evoke emotion. An essay Matisse wrote in 1951 stated,
 “Colours, while they can serve to describe things or natural phenomena,   
 have in themselves, in dependently of the objects they set out to express, 
 an important action on a spectator’s feelings” (Osborne)
In the same way, sound, regardless of harmony, has equal access to a spectator’s 
feelings. One does not need to play a minor chord to create a sad sound, one could 
simply trigger a familiar sound clip from someone’s past, or some low oscillating 
tone could have the power to trigger a primal representation in people. Harmony 
has a long, long history,and with it’s ease of use comes the danger of association 
that every listener has with it. One goal of the project is to create new sounds, new 
sensations, and new patterns that are then able to combine to form new feelings 
and associations for the audience without relying on notes, but rather on the sound 
itself. The choice of dissonant colors combined with 3-D knit structures attempts to 
mirror this aesthetic on the visual side. Also by implementing some optical illusion 
techniques, a color shifting is attained by the patterns which coincide nicely with 
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the shifting of a sound wave. These are experimentations that have been explored 
by op artists, a predecessor named Bridget Riley explains in an interview about 
the phenomenon of repetition in patterns.
 “rhythm and repetition out the roof of movement, they create a situation in 
 which the most simple basic form becomes visually active. By massing them, 
 and repeating them, they become fully present, repetition acts in sort of an  
 amplifier for visual events. . . A rhythm thats alive has to do with changing pace 
 and feeling how the visual speed can expand and contract, sometimes go 
 slower, sometimes go faster. The whole thing must live.” (Riley) 

Along with the optical techniques employed above, the most pleasing man-made 
visualization of the natural rhythms must be the fractal; encapsulating an infinite 
meandering cycle in a single two-dimensional or three-dimensional image. Fractals 
draw enigmatic imagery that can hypnotize the viewer into the elusive world of 
repetition in patterns. The material produced for the creature costume uses fractal 
inspiration within the pattern. Using Sirpinki’s law of the infinite triangle with perfect 
proportions of the pyramid I repeated the triangle in various scales. When looking at 
the full composition it is hardly visible from the far field to see the fractal formation. 
However, when standing near field there is an irregularity in the motif of multiple 
triangles which gives an effect of leverage from the two plane surface. Further 
exploration of textile patterns included the creation of playful textures with colors 
that compliment the structure. In some instances colors are used to create an 
artificial shading to create a “folding out” effect when viewed from the far-field. The 
result of the material is reminiscent of reptile scales, which coincided with the basic 
idea of the creature costume. 

Besides achieving the synchronization of visual and sound patterns, instruments 
were introduced that would become part of the musical ensemble for their own 
sake. The Weaver was introduced using the same ideas in color and structure as 
the Nomad but also added raw/natural materials to compliment the industrialized 
textiles. I was interested in creating sounds from found materials and experimenting 
in other ways. Salvaged wood chips, when massed together, creates a warm 
timbre when shaken, which is reminiscent of wooden chimes. When this wearable 
instrument is combined with Raffia (palm leaves), it mimics the sound of a forest 
with shaky trees. The knitted jumper of the Weaver is designed to create a visual 
dialogue between the user and the viewer by placing an over-sized hand drawn 
across the body. The semantics of the hand references handicraft and also indicates 
the functionality of the product. The hand has a lenticular optical illusion via a three-
dimensional knitting structure. To complete the ensemble for the female character, 
I created a cape that was woven in a spectrum of colors in both warp and the weft. 
The weave consists of vivid rhythmic color blocks. Each unit showcases a hue 
and when organized in a thoughtful order with other units it acts as a form of 
tonal notation. 
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X. RESULT

Due to the scale of the project, the result can be looked at from a number of perspectives. 
It can be judged from the final performance, the success of each individual costume, or 
even by judging the custom technology created for the technical aspects of the project. 
In this way, it is hard to gauge the project. However, this confusion gives light to many 
interesting aspects of the project. Perhaps one way to look at the project is to look at 
the original goals. 

One goal was to create a textile that could act as a musical instrument for live performance, 
being able to be played like a traditional instrument such as a keyboard or a harp, and 
more interestingly, as a completely new type of instrument, where the user’s contact with 
their body creates a natural connection between touch and sound. In this way, the goal 
was successfully realized. The result is a very useable piece of equipment that leverages 
the softness and organic nature of a textile with the power and ease of expression of 
an instrument. Alongside these useable instruments stands the earlier prototypes 
which successfully represent a certain type of textile-based sound sculpture, delivering 
the innate structure of the textile in the form of a sound wave. As mentioned previously, 
many iterations for each design were conducted and the final results contain the optimal 
combinations of textile structure and conductive fiber. An ongoing difficulty with the 
technology was to unify aesthetics with the technology in a single material. This was 
finally realized when the surface pattern was detached from the technical material which 
made way for creative freedom in textile design allowing me to explore the use 
of colors that could reference the underlying sounds.

A huge portion of the work has been to develop the expression in the artistic textile 
materials. This is truly where the art lies. The collection of the textile materials stand 
together as one and all contain the impression of a warped perspective, by applying 
specific color methods onto three dimensional knitted structures, and woven materials. 
The final outcome is to articulate the textiles not only through color phenomena but also 
through music language. The correlation between visual art and music is very much tied 
together. 

The Nomad character has a somber tone since he is an a-social type and has muted 
color tones. The Weaver character has vibrant colors that should match her eccentric 
personality. The sounds should be reflected with electricity complemented with rattled 
tones coming from the wooden instrument placed on her back. The Creature has the 
strongest role in the band. His charisma reflects a loving way of harmonizing with human 
nature. This metaphor is reflected in the music, he is to unify the multiple textures in 
the sound. The Shepherd has a unique presence in the band. The abstract sounds 
of her analog suit correlates with the silhouette and the overall mauve color of the suit. 
Furthermore, each costume successfully represents its character both through it’s 
sound and it’s visual presence. The four characters all produce unique tones which 
contribute the orchestrated composition in music. The synergy of these elements can 
be seen and heard in the performance. 
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IX. EXHIBITIONS

Display of the sound suits took place in several different contexts. The first sound 
suit completed in January 2010 was exhibited at The Nordic Museum, Stockholm 
as part of the Future Trends exhibition. Alongside other fashion designers, the 
premise of the exhibition was to show how fashion has been shaping the culture 
we live in today. Although the sound suit can be looked at as part of this movement 
of the future of fashion, the piece hardly fits with traditional fashion wear due to it 
being a one-of-a-kind piece and the fact that its context is supposed to be one of 
performance art. Therefore, in this exhibition one couldn’t help but notice the sound 
suit as being a bit out of place. There were some pros and cons of presenting the 
work in an art institution. Due to specific regulations, I was given limited control 
over how the work was to be presented. Regardless of the success or failure of the 
curation of the exhibit, the public responded with positive critiques and the piece 
gained some public recognition. The reaction was something unexpected, where 
the project was mentioned as an innovation to the field of science in the National 
Geographic blog, science and technology forums, the Discovery Channel blog, 
and printed publications. 

The science and technology sector has been inquisitive about the textile synthesizer 
as well. We were invited to do a live performance at a smart textiles conference held 
in Borås, Sweden. This was the first live performance which we had the opportunity 
to prove the application in the professional field of Smart Textiles. We hope that we can 
expand the context from not only a niche crowd but to musicians and artists who 
want to revolt from conventions by using a wearable synthesizer as a constructive 
tool for their own artistic endeavors. In search for a textile material as an instrument 
could be powerful enough to gain interests to an audience and formulate discourse 
in music and art culture. 
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XII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Den Textil is a product of my thoughts on what textile can be. The 
project is an invention with no end, since it can now be used as a tool in the arsenal 
of any artist. I myself will continue to find uses for it, while I conduct artistic research 
as a guest student at The Royal Institute of Arts, Stockholm. The investigation will 
be to work collectively with other artists in creating a synthesis between wearable 
computations and their application in the artistic space.

The concept was to utilize a new method for self-transformation. The misconception 
from older methods was to define the meaning of an idea before the work was 
conducted. However, methods are unique as they operate independently pertaining 
to the project. The lack of a method that follows a set of rules leads to a greater 
number of discoveries. 

 “How infinitely vast is the realm evoked by the word transformation; it embraces 
 every change, every strengthening and slackening, every broadening and 
 narrowing, every development, every change of attitude, and ever conversion”  
 (Neumann) 
This awakening of welcoming new processis is owed to working deeper in textiles. 
The events that occurred in my life also effected the method. These events in the ‘life 
process’ are materialized in my textiles.  Kaprow describes lifelike art like this; “the 
message of lifelike art is appropriately conveyed by  a process of events that has no 
definite outline”. (Kaprow)
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